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INTRODUCTION 


SESSION TEMPLATE 


SESSIONS LAY OUT 3

PRE WARM-UP �

WARM UP �

THE SESSIONS �

Session 1 Kicking (passing and for scores) �
Session 2 Individual and group defence 	

Session 3 Elementary game plans/tactics 	�
Session 4 Speed of thought and movement 	�
Session 5 Keep possession 


Session 6 Support Play 

Session 7 Decision making and choosing the right option is critical 
�
Session 8 Penetration, width and depth in attack �

Session 9 The art of scoring from open play �
Session 10 Free taking and set pieces are fundamental to one’s game plan ��

INTRODUCTION TO CONCEPT/PROMPT GAMES �	

Session 11 Break-Ball �
Session 12 Concept/Prompt Games for Poor Communication, Passing and Defence ��
Session 13 Concept/Prompt Games on Poor Scoring Return 

Session 14 A session for Goalkeepers �
Session 15 Discovery Learning Coaching Through Problem Solving and Questioning �	
Session 16 Integrated Coaching ��
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16 SAMPLE GAELIC FOOTBALL SESSIONS TO PLAY THE GAME ��%�����������"��"��
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The sixteen sessions and in the order coached are as follows:

Kicking (passing and for scores)

Individual and group defence

Elementary game plan development

Speed of thought and movement

Keeping possession

Support play

Decision making and choosing the right option is critical

Penetration, width and depth in attack

The art of scoring from open play

Free taking and set pieces are fundamental to one’s game plan

Break-Ball

Concept/Prompt Games for Poor Communication, Passing and Defence

Concept/Prompt Games on Poor Scoring Return

A session for Goalkeepers

Discovery Learning Coaching Through Problem Solving and Questioning

Integrated Coaching
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��5 TO 2

Full field, 15 a side game

2 rules 
• If you gather possession in your own half your team has up to 5 passes to score. 
• If you gather possession in your opponents half, no matter where about, you only get 2 passes to score.

Players learn quickly (from mistakes) that long passes are needed in certain situations. Eventually this game will develop so
that both teams will be able to play only 3 passes down the length of the pitch. You can have your own conditions on the
game. For example the goalkeepers kick out can be regarded as the first pass. 3 x 5 minute games, 5/2 pass rule applies
in all 3. First game, full rules. Second game, players only allowed 3 seconds on the ball. This generates huge speed of
thought. Third game, introduce the concept of switching the play i.e. no passes are allowed down the same wing. To help
this game the coach might mark the pitch out like a swimming pool, so players can pass from zone to zone and know an
angular pass has been made. 

��BREAK-BALL MIDFIELD

Concentrates on goalkeepers kick outs for distance not necessarily accuracy. As a result of a midfield battle it
breeds the taking of long range scores.

The game starts with a kick out. There is a battle either for the clean catch or the break-ball. Either way this gets teams
thinking, the ball must be moved swiftly from the crowded midfield area to the wings. The player that is released inside the
40m line takes a long range shot. 

CONDITIONS – If the goalkeeper at one end kicks it out, the next shot on goal must be at the other end. That means even
if a team dispossess the other team they must still attack the same direction. In this way it means that play will be end to
end and goalkeepers will be alternating kick outs. This ensures that one goalkeeper will not be starved of action for any
length of time. Several situations will develop, for example the ability to catch the ball cleanly, the ability to win the break-
ball, the ability to move the ball away from the congested area to the wings. The focus of the game is, can the goalkeeper
kick the ball that far into the middle, can the players work the ball cleanly and quickly to someone 40m from goal so they
can get a long range shot in and how competent are the players at taking long range scores.

The second version of this game is playing 2 attackers and 2 defenders in each of the semi circle zones. Instead of a long
range score the focus of this game is to make a pass to the full forward.

Cool down is left to the discretion of the coach. A 5 minute cool down will suffice. Involve a certain amount of multi
directional and slow jogging and then a mix of dynamic and static stretches.
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� Total work time for this session ~ 68 minutes. 
The emphasis in this session has been long kick passing, a variety of kicked scores, decision making and a need for good kicking technique from both
sides. If there is a flaw with any player’s technique it will not be resolved in a group. It will have to be taken in the clinic. The set up of this session
assumes that all players involved can kick properly.
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��TURNOVERS COUNT

Addresses two key challenges. One is that good
defending can lead to turnovers and attacking
opportunities and the other is that a large number
of turnovers are due to poor attacking play i.e.,
incorrect pickup, overcarrying, bad passing, poor
decision making. Can be performed on a full pitch
or half pitch. Two teams, use appropriate number
according to pitch size. Each turnover caused by a
dispossession is rewarded with two points. Any
poor attacking play that results in a turnover, i.e.
overcarrying, poor handling/dropped ball,
inaccurate pass, incorrect pick up, results in that
team being deducted one point. Normal scoring can be used for teams i.e., points and goals, but you can choose to ignore this when
determining the result of the game and focus solely on turnovers caused by good defending and turnovers caused by poor attacking
play. If using a half pitch, you can alter the game. Team A and Team B will take to the pitch. Team A begin by attempting to work the
ball from the end line as far as the 45m line, if they reach the 45m line without losing possession of the ball, they immediately turn
and attack the goal. Team B must attempt to dispossess them. If Team B causes a turnover at any stage they then immediately become
the attacking team. They must then attempt exactly what Team A attempted i.e. work the ball to the 45m line and then turn to attack
the goal. For the first 5 mins of the game, regardless of who ends up shooting at the goal, Team A begins every attack.

��DON’T PAY THE PRICE

Set your pitch out from the far 45m line to one set
of goals, i.e. approx. 75-80m in length. In front of
the goals create a large semi-circle of multimarkers.
This must start on the end line, 20m from the left
post, arc out 30m in front of the goal to finish 20m
from the right post on the end line. Play two
teams, one made up of primarily attackers, one
made up of primarily defenders. A goalkeeper
should play with the defending team and each play
should begin with a kickout. The forwards attack
the goal when in possession. Only points count.

Should they shoot and score from outside the semi-circle, they are awarded one point. A score from inside the semi-circle earns two
points. A ‘free’ from inside the semi-circle earns 3 points. Defenders must work to keep scores to a minimum, so they must ensure that
they do not commit fouls inside the semi-circle and that they mark tightly in order to keep the number of 2 point scores to a minimum.
Defenders can also earn scores by winning the ball and working it up the pitch to cross the far 45m line while still in possession. A clean
tackle inside the semi-circle resulting in a dispossession should be rewarded with three points. A clean tackle outside the semi-circle
resulting in a dispossession should be rewarded with two points. An intercept inside or outside the semi-circle should be rewarded with
one point.

� COOL DOWN

Light running, dynamic and static stretches
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� Total work time for this session ~ 74 minutes. 
The emphasis in this session is to start defending in first gear, the 4 D’s of defence, support defending, ‘win it back mentality’ and a no fouls attitude.
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WARM UP
Sharp + fist it over

1  2�3�4�1  2  3  4
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��3048COOL DOWN: TOTAL WORK TIME: ���3048
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TAKING FISTED SCORES
- 2 grids
- 2 x 3mins
- Who’s A/who’s D to 13m

DOUBLE SCORE/SINGLE SCORE
1st 3mins: Team A scores doubled; Team B single 4 x 3mins 
2nd 3 mins: Team B scores doubles; Team A single 
3rd 3mins: Team A scores doubled; Team B single
4th 3mins: Team B scores doubled; Team A single…

EMPHASIS: ‘Scoring’ from every chance/angle/distance

A    A A    A
A

AD
D

D D

20m 20m

TAKING LONG RANGE SCORES

- Scores from 

-Starts with kick-out with both teams playing same way

Kick 
out

A v B

35-40m

EMPHASISE THE POINT

1st 5mins, Scores inside ‘D’ count double.
2nd 5 mins, Scores outside ‘D’ count double.
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ALL FOUR ONE:
4 x 5mins

4 Zones = Different scoring methods.
�	�3048

4 v 4

4 v 4

4 v 4

Long
Range
Scores

4 v 4

Setting up scores Fisted
Scores
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When the team is playing well it is often because
their basic skills and qualities are tactically
sound or perfect in their delivery. This is
because the application of the skills is
embedded in their muscle memory so they
can do them automatically without thought.

If a team’s tactics, game plans, game sense
understanding in set pieces such as kick out are all
working well, the team look as if they are performing at the
highest level, they are “on fire” or “in the zone”! This is a
stage that is reached when a team’s game plan, tactics, set pieces
have been revealingly practised in a colourful and imaginative way over a period of time. So much so that how they play is
embedded into their long term memory and they can play subconsciously.

Some of the methods of the subconscious that can be used in coaching to produce the flow are varied but repetitive training – Colour
coding pitch, key words or phrases, Use of pictures or videos of games, Association of words with a particular move in a game, all
things that will enhance the memory. As a result players will play without worry or in a carefree way. When difficulties arise that
“worry free brain” is needed because it is then that you need to consciously think about what needs to be done. A difficulty such as
kicking too many wides or being caught in possession. If these are not corrected a team can fall apart, lose their structure and as a
result can lose a game. This is where concept games come in. 

The word concept means “a thought”, an idea or principle. Often
after matches concepts of the losing team’s fans are usually
things like “We couldn’t score all day”, “We were taking the
wrong options. ”To solve these concepts players must
change their train of thought to do something that is going
to change their play from worse to better. Often a simple
call from a “prompter”, (like a prompter behind the
curtain when an actor forgets their lines on stage) can bring
back the team to life. 

This is the basic principle for kickouts, for example if the kickouts
are going wrong then a coach cannot just shout change the game plan.
Instead they can shout a call or “key word” which the players recognise
because they recognise it from training ground and lets them know to switch to a new kickout plan. 

WHOM ?
WHOM ?

WHO ?WHO ?

WHERE ?
WHERE ? WHAT ?

WHAT
?

WHICH ?
WHICH ?

WHEN ?
WHEN ?WHY ?WHY ?

WHOM ?

WHO ?

WHERE ? WHAT ?

WHICH ?

WHEN ?
WHY ?

PROBLEM


